We study the thermal phase diagram of pure SU(3) gauge theory with fundamental and adjoint couplings. We improve previous estimates of the position of the bulk transition line and determine the thermal decon nement transition lines for Nt = 2; 4; 6; and 8. For Nt > 4 the decon nement transition line splits cleanly away from the bulk transition line. With increasing Nt the thermal decon nement transition lines shift to increasingly weaker coupling, joining onto the bulk transition line at increasingly larger a in a pattern consistent with the usual universality picture of lattice gauge theories.
Introduction
The phase diagram of fundamental{adjoint pure gauge systems, 
is considerably more complicated than the one with only a fundamental coupling. Early studies found that it has rst order (bulk) transitions in the region of small f 1,2]. In particular a line of rst order transitions points towards the fundamental axis terminating for SU (3) , as discussed in Sec. 2, at ( f ; a ) = (4:00(7); 2:06(8)) and extending as a roughly straight line of bulk crossovers beyond the endpoint. The non-trivial phase structure in the fundamental-adjoint plane, and in particular the critical endpoint, has been shown to be associated with, or even responsible for, the dip in the discrete -function of the theory with standard Wilson action, which occurs in the region where the bulk crossover line crosses the fundamental axis. The bulk transition might also mask the thermal decon nement transition, at least for lattices with small temporal extent N t .
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In a recent paper Gavai, Grady and Mathur showed that at nonzero temperature the deconnement transition in pure gauge SU(2) is connected to the end point of the bulk transition line 3]. They were not able to distinguish the rst order bulk line from the N t = 4 and 6 thermal decon nement transition lines in their simulations. Universality in the continuum limit requires that as N t is increased, the thermal phase transition line shift to weaker coupling, so that approaching the zero-temperature weak-coupling limit along any line in the fundamental-adjoint coupling plane leads to the same low temperature, con ned theory. Thus the thermal phase transition lines could not remain anchored to a bulk transition line for higher N t . More recently Mathur and Gavai 4] raised doubts about the very existence of a bulk phase transition in SU (2), characterizing even the rst-order portion of the line as a thermal decon nement transition that is displaced toward weak coupling with increasing N t . Clari cation is obviously needed.
Puzzled by the nding of Ref. 3 ], but also motivated by some unexpected results in the study of the high temperature behavior of full QCD with Wilson fermions 5] that might be explained by the fact that the fermion determinant induces, among other terms, an e ective adjoint coupling, we decided to study pure SU(3) gauge theory with a fundamental-adjoint action at nite temperature in more detail 6]. We show that the rst order bulk transition in pure gauge SU(3) in the fundamental-adjoint coupling plane indeed separates from the thermal decon nement transition provided N t is made large enough.
2. The phase diagram in the fundamentaladjoint coupling plane
We found it necessary to repeat the early calculation of Bhanot 2] to locate the endpoint of the bulk phase transition more accurately. This was done in a series of simulations with 8 4 lattices by measuring the discontinuity in the average fundamental plaquette E f = hTrU P i along the rst order line. To support the identi cation as a bulk transition Fig. 1 shows E f , obtained from various lattice sizes, as function of f for a = 2:25. We note that E f jumps for all lattices at the same point. (2) Such a t works very well, as shown in Fig. 2 , having 2 = 1:16 for 2 degrees of freedom. In this region of the parameter space the bulk transition line is essentially straight, and from the endpoint value a = 2:06(8) we infer the location of the endpoint of the bulk transition line as ( f ; a ) = (4:00 (7); 2:06(8)); (3) shown with our improved location of the bulk phase transition line in Fig. 3 . 
Results at nonzero temperature
We studied the decon nement transition on lattices with temporal extent N t = 2, 4, 6 and 8, on lattices with aspect ratio N s =N t = 2 in the rst 3 cases. All transition points we obtained are shown in Fig. 3 . For N t = 2 the a = 0 decon nement transition continues smoothly into the bulk transition, which is shifted signi cantly from its large N t value, as a increases. For N t = 4 the decon nement phase transition joins and is indistinguishable from the bulk transition, just as was found for SU(2) 3]. But for N t = 6 at a = 2:0, there is a clear separation, with the bulk crossover occurring at f = 4:035(5) and the thermal decon nement transition at f = 4:07(2). However, they appear to join at a = 2:25, f = 3:850 (5) .
At larger N t the small size of the order parameter required additional care in locating the phase transition. We carried out a nite size p V s with increasing spatial volume, while in the decon ned phase it should attain a nite value. The nite size analysis is shown for a = 2:25 in Fig. 4 . In this way we place the N t = 8 decon nement transition for a = 2:0 at f = 4:135(15) and for a = 2:25 at f = 3:89(1). This is still clearly separated from the bulk transition at f = 3:850(5), whereas at a = 2:50, no clear separation is visible.
We conclude that with increasing N t the decon nement transition line is displaced toward weaker coupling, joining onto the bulk transition at larger and larger values of a , consistent with universality. However, trying to see low temperature continuum physics at larger values of the adjoint coupling a requires larger lattices to avoid strong violations of asymptotic scaling associated with the bulk transition line.
